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Editor’s note
Happy New Year of the Monkey, and welcome to this edition of our bi-annual TMT China Brief!
In the past months, we have seen a series of important
TMT developments in Greater China, and this edition of
the TMT China Brief discusses the impact of a selected
number of them. In general, TMT markets have still
been booming here in recent months and – as always –
regulators have been trying to keep up with the fast pace
of market developments.
The past months have brought more regulation –
at times, quite stringent new obligations have been
imposed on TMT companies. Many of the new
obligations are motivated by one of two concerns:
national security (in Mainland China), and privacy
(both in the Mainland and Hong Kong).
In terms of national security, several of the articles in
this TMT China Brief discuss, for example, the Chinese
regulators’ concern to obtain “secure and controllable”
technology – essentially meaning that key hardware
and software components are produced in China,
by Chinese companies. To an extent, the CounterTerrorism Law and new rules on cyber security in the
insurance space provide relevant background to the
“secure and controllable” issue.
Another trend that runs through different markets
in the TMT space – and articles in this TMT China
Brief – is the increasing obligations upon companies to
protect customers’ privacy rights. This is the case for
China’s mobile app space, and is reflected in a number
of developments in Hong Kong –ranging from an
appeal case reminiscent of the European “right to be
forgotten” and new guidance on data breach handling
to convictions for unauthorized marketing.

Some of the new regulatory requirements have a distinct
local flavor, such as the “secure and controllable”
requirement. But others are in line with international
practices – to an extent, the “red shield net sword”
campaign against IP infringements in e-commerce, some
of the newly proposed amendments to the Chinese Patent
Law and China’s merger control clearance for the NXP/
Freescale deal, all discussed in this TMT China Brief.
While more regulation tends to impose more of a burden
on companies, some developments may also provide
new business opportunities. For example, the first
comprehensive regulation in China on the operation of
unmanned aircraft – drones – will likely provide more
certainty for companies on what is allowed and what
is not, similar to the regulation of China’s non-bank
payments and mobile apps markets and Hong Kong’s new
rules on stored value facilities and retail payment systems.
Overall, we are confident that this new year not only
brings new regulatory challenges, but also business
opportunities – indeed, we hope 2016 will bring no
monkey business!

Adrian Emch

Partner, Beijing
T +86 10 6582 9510
adrian.emch@hoganlovells.com
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The impact of China’s counter-terrorism law
on technology companies
On 27 December 2015, China’s National People’s
Congress passed the nation’s first comprehensive
law on terrorism – the Counter-Terrorism Law –
which took effect on 1 January 2016.
The Counter-Terrorism Law is the last in a series of laws
to tighten the regulation of technology companies, with
the stated objective of making technology “secure and
controllable” – as found in the National Security Law, a
draft of the China Cyber Security Law, and draft cyber
security measures published, respectively, by China’s
banking and insurance regulators. The concerns there
centered on whether the “secure and controllable” criterion
would lead to the exclusion of foreign-invested players.
As wider cyber security policy developments unfolded in
China, official discussions on the drafting of the CounterTerrorism Law went silent. It picked up momentum
again, however, following the tragic terrorist attacks in
Paris. The draft was speedily passed into law only days
after being officially taken up again for review.

China’s approach to fighting terrorism
The Counter-Terrorism Law has a broad scope:
–– Every individual and institution in China has a basic
legal obligation to assist and cooperate in the fight
against what the Chinese authorities determine to be
terrorist activities within their interpretation of the
definitions set out in the law.
–– Certain industry sectors and operators of specified
types of businesses (including those with foreign
investment) have specific duties and obligations
going beyond the basic legal obligation above.
–– A whole host of Chinese government organs have
been allocated roles in fighting terrorism.
–– Although not by any means the only country in the
world to have similar powers, Chinese authorities
have some fairly intrusive rights when investigating
terrorism, including rights to subpoena and
interrogate and take samples (including body tissue)
from suspects and to call for witnesses to come into
police stations to give testimony, as well as to freeze
or sequester assets of suspected terrorists or impose
restrictive conditions (including confiscation of
travel documents) on suspects.

–– The fight against terrorism does not stop at China’s
borders: the authorities have criminal jurisdiction
over terrorist activities outside of China’s borders
if these activities are against the State, citizens or
institutions in China or constitute crimes involving
terrorism as defined under international treaties
to which China is a party or has acceded. Further,
China expressly reserves the right to annul entry and
exit certificates for terrorists or suspected terrorists.

Obligations on technology businesses
The Counter-Terrorism Law contains a general
obligation on every person and entity in China to assist
and cooperate with the relevant authorities in their
counter-terrorism work. It continues by specifically
calling out a number of industries on which the law
imposes particular obligations.
The law enlists the cooperation of providers of
telecommunications services – that is, basic and valueadded telecoms services providers – and providers
of internet services – likely designed in wording to
capture all providers of Internet-related services in the
broad sense rather than those providing Internet access
services or “ISPs” – within China in the fight against
terrorism by requiring them to:
–– provide technical support and assistance, including
technical interfaces (i.e., access to system and
information) and decryption of traffic, to Chinese
public security and state security organs engaged in
the prevention or investigation of terrorist activities
–– on their own initiative, implement systems and
technical measures in accordance with relevant
(presumably forthcoming) regulations to prevent the
spread of terrorist and extremist content, remove
any terrorist/extremist content that is discovered,
and report such incidents to the relevant authorities
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–– on the orders of one of several government
departments, stop the spread of and remove terrorist/
extremist content and assist in the investigation and
retention of records of incidents of terrorist/extremist
content, and
–– verify the identities of customers, and refuse to
supply services to customers whose identities are
unclear or who refuse to have their identity verified.
The law also imposes obligations on companies in
other industries such as finance, education, transport,
events and real estate. Further, apart from telecoms
and Internet companies, finance, lodging, long-distance
passenger transportation, vehicle leasing and like
sectors are also under a specific obligation to examine
and verify the identity of their clients.

Obligations on government bodies
Aside from enlisting companies in the fight against terror,
the law also imposes obligations on just about every
Chinese government agency and department, including
public security organs and state security organs; the antimoney laundering authorities (i.e., the People’s Bank of
China; audit, finance and taxation departments; customs;
corrective institutions; press, radio, television, cultural,
religious, internet and other such like institutions; air traffic
control, civil aviation public security and other departments
in charge of airspace, aircraft and flight operations.
No group or institution, however big or small, from
top to bottom, is allowed a free ride. Even grass roots
organizations like villagers’ committees and residents’
committees are pulled in to coordinate with relevant
authorities to strengthen counter-terrorism education.

Penalties
The Counter-Terrorism Law not only holds companies
accountable for abiding by its requirements, but in many
provisions also subjects a company’s individuals in charge
and directly responsible to fines, and in serious cases,
detention (which in practice is akin to imprisonment).
Additionally, serious violations of the law may put a
company’s business in jeopardy: for serious violations,
the relevant authority may order the relevant business
to be suspended or the cancellation of the company’s
licenses and/or registrations.
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Conclusions
With the Counter-Terrorism Law, it appears that
Chinese legislators have taken a more focused approach
about how they expect technology companies to assist
them in the fight against terrorism. In the process,
they have dropped a number of requirements that
would clearly be burdensome to technology companies,
but significant uncertainty remains as to how far cooperation with government authorities will need to go
in practice and the cost implications of this.
Cyber security and technology regulation will continue
to develop in other spheres in China, and these
developments will likely add color to the general concepts
and wording of the Counter-Terrorism Law. The recent
National Security Law mandates some very general
requirements in relation to “secure and controllable”
technologies, and we can expect the National People’s
Congress to pass the draft Cyber Security Law into law in
the near future. The first draft of the Cyber Security Law
called for pre-market certification of “critical network
equipment” and “specialized cyber security products” in
addition to data localization measures.
Meanwhile, further industry developments are also
expected in the near future. The China Banking
Regulatory Commission’s 2014-2015 guidelines for
“secure and controllable” technologies never saw
implementation and officially expired as of 31 December
2015, but the concepts appear to have resurfaced in
the form of internal documents not intended for public
consumption. A new draft is expected in the first half of
2016. The China Insurance Regulatory Commission’s
draft Supervisory Rules for Adoption of Information
Technology by Insurance Institutions, from October 2015,
contain “secure and controllable” product purchasing,
data localization, and other technology requirements.

While financial services regulators have been in the
lead on industry-specific developments, we can expect
other industry regulators to follow the approach
of imposing obligations on specific sectors, which
may increase the costs of doing business in those
sectors. The Administrative Measures for the Online
Payment Business of Non-Bank Payment Institutions
promulgated by the People’s Bank of China with effect
from 1 July 2016 imposing “know-your-client” type
obligations on payment service operators is one such
recent example of how financial service regulators have
been trying to address possible holes in the legislation
that potentially provide opportunities for terrorist
financing or money laundering.
What is unique about the Counter-Terrorism Law is the
span of people, enterprises and institutions on which
specific obligations are imposed, and the way in which
just about every Chinese government body is drawn
into implementing it.

Andrew McGinty

Partner, Shanghai
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The end of a golden age for China’s mobile app market?
China has finally made a move to regulate the
smart mobile devices applications (Mobile Apps)
industry, which has been on fire for many years but
has experienced certain “growing pains” recently.
This move may signal the end of the “gold rush
era” for China’s Mobile App market and usher in a
more orderly and regulated market environment.
On 18 November 2015, the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology (MIIT) released the Preinstallation and Distribution of Applications for Smart
Mobile Devices Interim Administrative Provisions
(Draft for Public Comments) (Consultation Draft),
the purpose of which is to regulate the pre-installation
and distribution of Mobile Apps in China. The public
consultation period ended on 18 December 2015 and the
final rules are expected to be released soon.
Despite MIIT’s proposals as early as 2012 that all Mobile
Apps to be released in China would first have to be
submitted to MIIT for approval, the Consultation Draft
does not go so far as to mandate a registration and approval
system. However it does aim to bring independently
developed Mobile Apps within the regulated scope
by establishing a real-names registration system for
independent developers. It also imposes a requirement to
meet China’s standards with respect to all Mobile Apps.

Regulation of key players in Mobile App landscape
Below is a diagram illustrating how the Consultation
Draft proposes to regulate the key players in the Mobile
App landscape.
As illustrated below, the Consultation Draft seeks to
regulate nearly all of the key players in the Mobile
App market (except for certain third parties, such as
analytics and advertising providers).
However, one key feature of the Consultation Draft is
that it places new and quite onerous obligations on app
stores, platforms – under the Consultation Draft called
“Internet information service providers that provide
app distribution services for smart mobile devices” –
and device manufacturers to do nearly everything from
ensuring the Mobile Apps they pre-install/distribute are
compliant with the provisions of the Consultation Draft,
to ensuring the protection of personal information, to
information disclosure and content censorship, and
to managing app developers, app operators, and third
parties commissioned by them such as device sales
agents and fee collecting agents. This heavy burden on
app stores/platforms may be due to the fact that they are
the only party in eco-system with sufficient front-end
leverage to require app developers to deliver adequate
information about the Mobile Apps.

Consultation draft

App stores/platforms

App developers

App operators

Device manufacturers

Fee collecting agents

Device sales agents
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Impact of the obligation to comply with China’s
relevant standards
The Consultation Draft places obligations on manufacturers
of smart mobile devices (Manufacturers) and Internet
information service providers that provide app distribution
services for smart mobile devices (Internet Information
Service Providers) – such as app stores – to ensure that
the Mobile Apps they provide meet the requirements under
relevant Chinese standards.
It is not clear at this stage whether the relevant
standards will be limited to standards issued by the
China Communications Standards Association – at
present, a Chinese professional standards organization
with the responsibility for developing communications
technology standards – or will extend to standards
issued by other bodies. Based on our enquiries with the
association, it has submitted a set of draft standards
containing security and technology requirements on
Mobile Apps to MIIT and is also working on other
standards governing Mobile Apps. The issue is whether
these standards will include onerous provisions that
would essentially force certain players out of the market
by requiring them to disclose source code and the like.
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The Consultation Draft further prohibits Manufacturers
and Internet Information Service Providers from
engaging in certain conduct such as “bundling” unrelated
Mobile Apps or forced turning-on of Mobile Apps.

Requirements for the protection of personal
information
The Consultation Draft places obligations on
Manufacturers and Internet Information Service
Providers to protect users’ personal information by:
–– prohibiting them from using call-up device functions
not related to the service provided by the Mobile
Apps; collecting and/or using users’ personal
information without giving explicit notice to,
and obtaining consent from, users; and sending
commercial electronic information in a “noncompliant” manner (i.e., spam) without giving
explicit notice to, and obtaining consent from, users
–– requiring them to “provide information about the
Mobile Apps provided (including, without limitation,
the content, purpose, method and scope of the apps’
use and collection of users’ personal information) by
way of user notice or on company websites”
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–– in the case of pre-install app distribution platforms
on smart mobile smart devices, “strengthening the
protection of network security and training of the
relevant personnel to ensure the security of their
own systems and users’ personal information.”

Obligations to manage app developers, app
operators and third parties
The Consultation Draft imposes the following
management obligations on Manufacturers and
Internet Information Service Providers:
–– Managing fee collecting agents. Companies
entrusting a third party to collect charges for Mobile
Apps need to establish necessary technical measures
to strengthen the security protection of relevant
codes used in fee calculation, preventing them from
being modified, forged or abused and avoiding any
unclear charges. In addition, the fee collecting agent
has to meet the data retention requirement – storing
the user confirmation data and original payment
data for at least five months, while making it easier
for users to check this data.
–– Managing device sales agents. Manufacturers
are required to take effective actions to ensure
that device sales agents do not install Mobile Apps
without user consent. Manufacturers are also
obliged to inform users of the possibility, potential
risks and counter-measures available in relation to
smart mobile devices having apps installed during
the sales process.
–– Managing app operators and app developers.
Internet Information Service Providers engaging
in app store or other app distribution platform
businesses and Manufacturers that pre-install
app distribution platforms on their smart mobile
devices are subject to additional obligations, such as
registering the real identity and contact information
of the app operator and app developer, etc.
App store security is clearly a primary concern for the
Chinese government. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
certain domestic apps stores are infested with malicious
apps and pirated apps containing viruses and defects.
The Consultation Draft attempts to tackle these
problems by requiring the device manufactures and app
stores/platforms to play a management role in ensuring
app security and personal information security, as
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well maintaining a register recording the real names of
app developers. It remains to be seen how well device
manufactures and app stores/platforms will be able to
adapt to this new and quite onerous role.

Requirements on uninstallation of non-basic apps
One of the highlights of the Consultation Draft on
which the media and stakeholders – for instance, device
manufacturers, app developers and smart phone users
– have focused is the requirement that Manufacturers
and Internet Information Service Providers ensure
that all Mobile Apps can be uninstalled except for basic
function software.
The Consultation Draft sets out a number of obligations
on Manufacturers and Internet Information Service
Providers regarding uninstallation of Mobile Apps
other than basic function software.
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These requirements are viewed by some as the biggest
challenge to device makers, as a substantial percentage
of their profit comes from pre-installed software, not
the smart phones themselves. On the flip side, the
requirements are also the most populist provisions
in the Consultation Draft in the eyes of certain smart
phone users. These requirements are also said to be the
authorities’ response to address some of the concerns in
relation to pre-installed Mobile Apps – on 1 July 2015,
the Shanghai Consumer Council brought a case before
the Shanghai Intermediate People’s Court against
Samsung and Oppo for violating consumers’ rights by
pre-installing Mobile Apps that cannot be uninstalled.
The Consultation Draft also contains a number of
requirements on information disclosure placed on
Manufacturers and Internet Information Service
Providers, including on privacy notice; product user
manual; and fee disclosure for paid apps.

Requirements on content censorship
The Consultation Draft imposes a requirement on
Manufacturers and Internet Information Service
Providers to refrain from supplying apps that contain
information and content prohibited from being released or
disseminated under the Telecommunications Regulations.
In turn, the Telecommunications Regulations sets out the
categories of information that cannot be sent, transmitted
or reproduced (e.g., pornography or seditious material), but
these are expressed in very broad-brush language that is
open to interpretation.
Further, under the recently passed Counter-Terrorism
Law, providers of internet services – which is likely to
include Internet Information Service Providers – are
required to implement systems and technical measures
to counter terrorist threats.

Enforcement mechanism and penalties
The Consultation Draft provides that MIIT will supervise
app pre-installation and distribution at the national
level, and local telecommunications bureaus, will
supervise apps pre-installation and distribution within
their respective jurisdictions. It also sets out detailed
requirements on supervision and inspection, including
publishing results of inspections to the public.
Users are also given a right to complain to the company
in question, to lodge official complaints with the
authorities, or to report violations to the authorities.
The penalties spelt out under the Consultation Draft
are quite limited: administrative penalties such as an
order to rectify, and/or having administrative penalties
recorded in the company’s credit-worthiness file, and/
or the possibility of being placed on a malicious apps
list (recommended to be formed by relevant social
organizations). However, the violation of certain
requirements – such as non-compliance or inaccuracy
in a privacy notice – may be considered to constitute
false or misleading promotion of goods or services
which can lead to claims under the amended Law on the
Protection of Consumers’ Rights.

Conclusions
If the Consultation Draft is enacted in its current
form, it will have substantive implications for all
key players in China’s Mobile App industry. Device
manufacturers and app stores/platforms may also
suddenly find themselves forced to take on onerous
and costly management responsibilities, which under
other jurisdictions such as the European Union are the
responsibility of government.

Maggie Shen
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China regulates online payment business
of non-bank players
China’s online payment market is growing at breakneck speed. In the first three quarters of 2015, the
total volume of online transactions processed by
payment institutions exceeded RMB 56 billion, and
the monetary value of transactions reached close
to RMB 3.3 trillion.
But these impressive figures have come with significant
“growing pains” in the industry, as the quality of some of
the industry participants has not consistently matched
the quantity. The collapse earlier this year of peer-topeer lender Ezubau – an apparent Ponzi scheme that has
reportedly cost 900,000 lenders over USD 7 billion – has
made the case that tighter regulation is needed in order
to curb the excesses of China’s payments revolution.
Against this background, on 28 December 2015, the
People’s Bank of China (PBOC) issued the Measures
for the Administration of Online Payment Business of
Non-bank Payment Institutions (Measures), which
will become effective on July 1, 2016.

Non-bank payment institutions in China
Online payments via non-bank payment institutions
are now widely seen all over China. The payments are
not just being used for retail purchases, but also in
increasingly innovative ways to support all manner of
payments, investments, loans and money transfers –
whether on a business to consumer basis – between
consumers or between businesses. The rapid evolution
of payment services models in China has led to a number
of problems and risks faced by the online payment
industry and its regulators, including the following:
–– inadequate customer due diligence procedures that
result in increased risk of fraudulent payments,
money laundering and tax avoidance
–– inadequate financial controls enabling the
embezzlement or misdirection of funds and creating
risks to liquidity
–– lapses in system security that allow funds or customer
data to be misused or misappropriated, and
–– the use of payment technologies to bypass authorities’
traditional controls on “hot money” and liquidity
across different financial markets.
The PBOC has issued the Measures in response to these
and other issues.

Basics of the Measures
The Measures apply to all “non-bank payment institutions”
(Payment Institutions), which are defined to be
institutions that are not banks but which – with a payment
business permit – are authorized to provide online payment
services, including through the Internet and mobile devices,
landlines and interactive digital television.
According to the Measures, a Payment Institution’s role
is limited, among other things, to “offering the public
with fast and convenient payment services in smalland micro-amounts.” The PBOC’s intention is clear:
Payment Institutions should not be vehicles for largescale payment transfers.

KYC and client management
The Measures require Payment Institutions to establish
a real-name management system, achieved through
following “know your client” (KYC) rules, registering
clients and verifying their identity documentation,
creating a client identification number, and applying
continuing client identification measures over the
course of the client relationship. These requirements are
meant to ensure the effective verification of clients’ real
identities and so prevent the opening of anonymous or
pseudonymous accounts, as well as prevent individuals
from bypassing the KYC payment thresholds discussed
below by operating multiple accounts in concert.
To protect users of online payments, the Measures
clearly separate payment accounts and bank accounts.
Money in payment accounts are not treated as deposits
attracting the full weight of banking regulation.
The Measures prohibit Payment Institutions from
opening payment accounts for financial institutions
or other organizations providing financial services
such as loans, financing and other forms of credit,
asset management, guarantees, trust services, foreign
exchange services, or cash deposits and withdrawals,
effectively ring-fencing Payment Institutions from the
traditional banking system.
Payment Institutions are required to carry out KYC
on a three-tiered basis, with payment account limits
structured in a manner that corresponds to the
approach to customer identification and the function of
the funds or fund transfer:
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Type

Means of customer identification

Function of payment

Amount limit

I

Non face-to-face verification with at least
one legal and secured external channel for
basic identity information verification

Consumption
and transfer

RMB 1,000 cumulatively
since account opening

II

Face-to-face verification or non face-to-face
verification with at least 3 legal and secured
external channels for cross- basic identity
information verification

Consumption
and transfer

RMB 100,000
cumulatively per year

III

Face-to-face verification or non-face-toface verification with at least 5 legal and
secured external channels for cross- basic
identity information verification

Consumption, transfer
and investment

RMB 100,000
cumulatively per year

Payment Institutions are required to keep client records for at least five years.
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Risk management and client rights protection

Conclusions

Based on client type, method of identity verification,
transaction behavioral characteristics, and creditworthiness, the Measures require Payment Institutions
to establish a client risk rating system and dynamically
adjust a client’s risk rating and relevant risk control
measures to changing circumstances.

The Measures are an important development towards
the maturing of China’s rapidly expanding and highly
innovative market for non-bank payment services.
Chinese consumers and businesses are clearly
enthusiastic about having alternatives to the traditional
banking system, but it is clear from Ezubao and other
recent examples that improvements are needed to the
regulatory environment and the culture of compliance.

Payment Institutions are obliged to investigate and
verify transactions that are suspected to be fraudulent
or made in support of money laundering, terrorism or
other illegal activity. They are also required to delay
settlement and terminate client service as appropriate.
In addition, Payment Institutions are under an
obligation to establish a thorough risk management
system, and to have mechanisms in place to remedy
unauthorized transactions. They are also required to
compensate clients who have suffered monetary loss
not proven to be the client’s own fault.
In terms of client data collection, usage, storage, and
transfer, Payment Institutions need to follow “data
minimization” principles that seek to reduce volumes of
customer data to that which is strictly necessary in order
to minimize the risk of loss or unauthorized access and
use. The specific purpose and scope of data usage must be
notified to clients. Payment Institutions must not disclose
clients’ information to other organizations or individuals
unless otherwise stipulated by law, or confirmed and
authorized in each instance by the customer.
There is also an important element of data localization
in the Measures. Payment Institutions are required to
have secure processing systems and backup systems
based within China and operating in accordance with
regulatory standards. Transactions within China must
be completed and settled using processing systems
located in the country.
A Payment Institution may not induce or force clients
to use its payment services, nor may it interfere with its
client’s using other organizations’ payment services.

While users will likely find that the implementation of
the Measures makes some forms of online payments less
user-friendly, this is a balancing act – with benefits for
users of these services in the form of better security for
money and data. Whether the Measures will succeed
in striking the right balance will be largely determined
by the way they will be applied by business and the
authorities after their entry into force on 1 July 2016.

Roy Zou
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China launches first operational rules for
unmanned aircraft
China’s civil flight authority, the Civil Aviation
Administration of China (CAAC), issued new rules
applicable to civil unmanned aircraft, commonly
known as drones or UAS, weighing no more than
116 kg. The new rules are styled as the Provisions
for the Operation of Light and Small Unmanned
Aircraft (for Trial Implementation) (UAS Operation
Rules) and became effective on 29 December
2015, the date they were issued.
The UAS Operation Rules add to a substantial and
growing body of new rules applicable to the rapidly
developing UAS industry in China. They set forth
what qualifies as lawful operation, with the aim
of normalizing the authorized flying of UAS and
preventing the unauthorized flying of UAS, which has
been a frequently occurring problem in recent times.
The classification of UAS and the supervision measures
set forth in the UAS Operation Rules are consistent with
the direction of the development of the rules of the Federal
Aviation Administration in the United States (FAA) and
the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA).

“Size” matters: classification of UAS based on
weight and use
Light and small civil UAS are defined in the UAS
Operation Rules as UAS with a maximum empty weight
of 116 kg or less, with a maximum take-off weight of 150
kg or less, and a calibrated air speed of no greater than
100 kilometers per hour. The different classifications of
UAS from Type I to Type VII under the UAS Operation
Rules mostly depend on the weight and the use of the
UAS. The specific classifications are set forth in the
chart below.
Type

Empty Weight (kg)

Take-Off Weight (kg)

I

0<W≤1.5

II

1.5<W≤4

1.5<W≤7

III

4<W≤15

7<W≤25

IV

15<W≤116

25<W≤150

V

Plant protection (agriculture/crop-related) UAS

VI

Unmanned airships

VII

Type I and Type II UAS operated beyond visual line of
sight outside 100 meters

The UAS Operation Rules regulate UAS from Type II to
Type VII. By contrast, the use of Type I UAS need not
follow the specific, detailed requirements under the
UAS Operation Rules, but instead generally just need to
be operated safely and to avoid causing injury to others.

Real-time online systems to record flight data and
prevent flight into prohibited areas
A key component of the UAS Operation Rules is the
set-up of an online real-time supervision system
including the “UAS Cloud” and the “electronic fence.”
The “UAS Cloud” is a dynamic database management
system which monitors flight data (including location,
altitude and speed) in real time and which has an alarm
function for UAS flying into the electronic fence. The
electronic fence is a software and hardware system in
which specific areas are identified as prohibited and
function to stop aircraft from entering such areas.
For UAS of Types III, IV, VI, and VII, the installation
and use of the electronic fence and the connection to
the UAS Cloud are required, and operators must report
every second when in densely populated areas and
every 30 seconds when in non-densely populated areas.
Flight data recorded in the system should be stored for
at least three months.
For UAS of Types II and Type V, only those operated
within key areas and airport clear zones are required
to install and use the electronic fence, connect with the
UAS Cloud, and report every minute.
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For UAS that are not required to connect with the UAS
Cloud, the UAS Operation Rules still require clear
information to be carried on each UAS, such as the
name and contact details of the owners, for tracking and
identification purposes. This set of requirements is similar
to the registration requirements imposed by the FAA in its
recently issued Interim Final Rule for light UAS weighing
from 0.25 kg to 25 kg, and shows that the Chinese
authority is, in this respect, following a global trend to
improve the administration of UAS in this size category.
Regardless of whether a UAS Cloud system is used, it
is incumbent upon a UAS pilot-in-command to ensure
that its UAS are operating in accordance with the
requirements of relevant authorities and prevent the
UAS from entering into any restricted areas.
Restricted areas under the UAS Operation Rules
include airport obstacle control surfaces, prohibited
areas, unauthorized restricted areas, and danger zones.
Which specific areas qualify as restricted in practice are
not set in advance, but are instead within the charge
of the relevant authorities to determine. If a UAS is
connected to the UAS Cloud, the restrictions will be
shown in the UAS Cloud. If a UAS is not connected to
the UAS Cloud, then its user should consult with the
relevant authorities about the restricted areas.
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Race to the cloud: competing systems development
Since the UAS Cloud plays an important role in the
administration of UAS operation, a chapter of the UAS
Operation Rules specifies the requirements of UAS Cloud
providers. A qualified UAS Cloud provider must have
approval from the CAAC for a trial operation and meet
the specific requirements of the local authorities and
the military. Other than organizational and governance
requirements, a dynamic database needs to be set up to
supervise, record, and monitor the pilots and operators
of UAS. The providers should also submit a report
every six months to the CAAC to report the numbers
of UAS and UAS operators, technology improvements,
difficulties, accidents and potential accidents.
As the UAS Cloud may be provided by one or more
providers, competing cloud systems are currently under
development. For example, the Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Association of China is working on a “UCloud” plan to
strengthen the administration of the UAS operation, in
which all users need to register their UAS, and which will
include the installation of UAS SIM cards and mobile
applications for both the UAS pilots and regulators.
Sources indicate that the UCloud plan has been launched
for trial with members of the association, and it is
expected to be officially opened to the public in 2016.
With the association’s coordination with the supervision
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departments, the examination and approval of UAS flight
plans can be conducted using the UCloud application.

Look out below! UAS operators to insure for
liability on the surface
UAS operators under the UAS Operation Rules must
procure insurance for UAS covering liability for third
parties on the surface. The addition of this provision
in UAS Operation Rules is the first such explicit rule
requiring such insurance, and marks an important
advance in the regulation of UAS operation for dealing
with accidents, which still occur with troubling
frequency in this nascent and rapidly developing
industry. Requiring such insurance is consistent with
best practices, is based on to the standard required for
aircraft operators generally under the Chinese Civil
Aviation Law, and is similar to compulsory requirements
for UAS operations in the United Kingdom and Canada.
Other than insurance, the UAS Operation Rules do not
have any other specific provisions for UAS operators, but
these are expected to be addressed in separate rules.

Pilots and pilots-in-command
The UAS operator must appoint a pilot, a pilot-incommand, and an observer for each UAS to take charge
of and assist in the operation and safe flight of a UAS.
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The pilot is the person who operates the UAS and has the
responsibility for the safety of the operations during the
period of operation. As expected, pilots must be capable
and of sound mind: pilots are forbidden, for example,
from operating a UAS within eight hours of consuming
any alcohol, under the influence of any alcohol or
medicine, or in any other situation where the pilot’s ability
to work will impact flight safety. Specific qualification
requirements for pilots, according to the different types of
UAS, are already more generally set forth in the Interim
Provisions on the Administration of Civil Unmanned
Aircraft System Pilots issued on 18 November 2013.
The pilot-in-command is the pilot directly in charge
of the operation of the UAS and has the right to make
final decisions. The UAS Operation Rules set forth
specific provisions regarding the qualifications and
responsibilities of the pilot-in-command in order to
minimize danger to the public, comply with restricted
area requirements, and engage in reporting to the CAAC.
Importantly, in cases of emergency, a pilot-in-command
is granted authority to deviate from the regulations of the
UAS Operation Rules to address the situation, provided
that the safety of ground personnel can be assured.
The observer is a trained person appointed by the UAS
operator to visually observe the UAS and assist the pilot
fly the UAS safely.
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The above rules, together with another provision
that prohibits careless or reckless operation, clearly
show the authorities’ determination to prioritize and
strengthen safety in the operation of UAS.

Flight specifications, emergency procedures and
flight termination
The flight specifications are separate for the operation
of UAS beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) and within
visual line of sight (VLOS). UAS flying within VLOS
must be operated in the daytime, and air route priority
must be ceded to other aircraft. In the United States
and France, there are similar rules prohibiting the
flights of UAS at night. However, under the Chinese
rules, the prohibition only applies to UAS operating
within VLOS, and not to UAS operating BVLOS.
For UAS flying BVLOS, air route priority shall be given to
manned aircraft, and a certain framework for addressing
emergencies applies. On the emergency planning side, the
International Civil Aviation Organization has a relevant
regulatory standard, which requires, for example, direct
return or landing at the nearest landing point, which are
to be taken by reference by UAS operators. In confronting
emergencies, pilots-in-command must execute the
corresponding emergency plan, including the emergency
recovery process, when a UAS operating BVLOS goes out
of control. If a flight endangers other users in the same
airspace, endangers persons or property on the surface,
or the UAS is unable to continue the flight in accordance
with the requirements under the UAS Operation Rules,
the flight shall be terminated immediately. Upon the
occurrence of an emergency, the pilot-in-command
should report the relevant situation to the system if the
UAS is connected to the UAS Cloud. If the UAS is not
connected to the UAS Cloud, the pilot-in-command
should make a report setting forth the people responsible,
in accordance with the procedures given by relevant air
traffic control service authorities.

Conclusions
The CAAC is making great efforts on the standardization
of UAS operations in China. The detailed classification
of UAS and the broad application of online real-time
supervision systems are anticipated to lead to the
provision of better services, ensure safer operations,
and strengthen administration in practice. With these
in place, along with the specifications of the obligations
of the UAS operators, the UAS Cloud providers, and the
UAS pilots and pilots-in-command, there is now a clearer
regulatory framework which is better standardized and
easier for operators to understand and follow.
As to the involvement of online real-time supervision
systems, this is expected not only to contribute to better
services and more effective administration, but also to
provide new opportunities for online system developers
to enter into the UAS market. Under a UAS Cloud system,
new and up-start players in the UAS operation market will
enjoy a level-playing field for access to safety instructions
and other relevant information and requirements.
Because of the rise of the UAS industry and the
manufacturing of UAS in China, and the rapid
development of technology in this area, the number
of light and small civil UAS operating at a low altitude
and a low speed is increasing rapidly, and it is essential
that regulations keep pace. The UAS Operation Rules
are a welcome step in this direction. We hope and
expect that further standardization will continue in the
future, including the adoption of a unified regulatory
document at a higher legislative level in due course, and
we look forward to further industry development in the
launch and implementation of UAS technology and the
use of UAS Cloud systems.
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One step closer to a right to be forgotten in Hong Kong?
On 11 September 2014, David Webb – a former investment banker turned activist who runs a website at
webb-site.com offering investors information on corporate and economic governance in Hong Kong –
brought an appeal against an enforcement notice issued by the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data
(Commissioner). The notice required that Mr. Webb remove from webb-site.com the names of parties
set out in court judgments of matrimonial proceedings published on the Hong Kong judiciary’s website
over a decade earlier. On 27 October 2015, the Administrative Appeals Board (AAB) made a decision
rejecting Mr. Webb’s appeal.
The decision
The AAB published its decision with reasons on
27 October 2015, confirming that Mr. Webb had
contravened Data Protection Principle 3 (DPP3) of
the Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance (PDPO) by
continuing to publish three hyperlinks on webb-site.
com to three judgments handed down between 2000
and 2002 by the Court of Appeal, which were redacted
by the Judiciary to remove the names of the parties and
their children in 2010 and 2012 pursuant to a request by
one of the parties. The judgments could still be located
by using the complainant’s name as a search term within
webb-site.com, however, thus revealing her identity.

Determining the relevant purpose of data collection
DPP3 requires that personal data shall not (without
consent of the data subject) be used except for the
purpose at the time that the data was collected, or a
directly related purpose.
The AAB held that DPP3 is directed against the misuse
of personal data, regardless of whether the relevant
personal data has been published elsewhere or was in
the public domain. Mr. Webb was considered to be a
“data user” (similar to the concept of “data controller”
under European Union law). The AAB considered that
“the purpose for which the data was to be used at the
time of the collection of the data” was to enable the
Judiciary’s judgments to be utilized as “legal precedents
on points of law, practice and procedure of the courts
and of public interests” and not to identify the parties
in the judgments. Mr. Webb’s purpose – held to be
“reporting and publication for general use” – amounted
to a new purpose inconsistent with that for which the
personal data was collected, in contravention of DPP3.

Balance between freedom of expression and
personal data privacy
The AAB determined that the balance between freedom
of expression and personal data privacy protection
struck by the Commissioner in its enforcement notice
was not unreasonable. The Commissioner had stated
that “public interest must involve a matter of legitimate
public concern. There is a distinction to be drawn
between reporting facts capable of contributing to a
debate of general public interest and making tawdry
descriptions about an individual’s private life.”
The AAB endorsed the Commissioner’s view that “[i]n
weighing the freedom of press and expression against
the personal data privacy of the Complainant, … the
disclosure of the Complainant’s identity in the three
anonymized matrimonial judgments did not serve to
promote the transparency of operations of companies,
governments, regulators and controlling shareholders,”
nor was it able to achieve the purpose of “opposing
public vices or protecting minority interests.” In the
circumstances, the balance should be tipped in favour
of protecting the complainant’s personal data.

Constitutional necessity
The AAB dismissed Mr. Webb’s contentions based on
Article 27 of the Basic Law and the Hong Kong Bill of
Rights that any “restriction on a constitutional freedom”
must be “necessary to protect another right” and must
pass a “proportionality test” – i.e., it must substantially
achieve its goal and do no more harm to the freedom than
is necessary. Mr. Webb argued that the test had not been
passed because Internet users outside of Hong Kong or
using virtual private networks would be able to access
the redacted data anyway and the Commissioner has no
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control over media entities publishing information outside
of Hong Kong, meaning that local publishers would be
placed at a competitive disadvantage disproportionate
to any benefit from the restriction imposed by DPP3.
That, the AAB held, was “not sufficient to render DPP3
unconstitutional” and upheld the balancing exercise
carried out by the Commissioner.

Relevance of the principle of open justice
The AAB also rejected Mr. Webb’s argument that the
common law principle of open justice under sections
51A and 60B(a) of the PDPO would exempt him from
any breach of DPP3 , as Mr. Webb was not a judicial
officer and was not required by any principle of law to
publish the personal data of the complainant on webbsite.com. The AAB further found that the exemptions in
sections 51A and 60B(a) do not attach to the personal
data themselves but to the particular data user in
question. Moreover, the public interest had already
been taken into account by the Commissioner.
The AAB thus seemed to follow similar reasoning as it
employed in the Do no evil case, where the data user
in question compiled personal data that remained in
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the public domain from three separate sources and was
held to have contravened DPP3 by publishing them for
a new purpose incompatible with each of the original
collection purposes of the sources.

Public data is still personal data
The first takeaway point is, per the comments of Ms Fanny
Wong, Acting Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data,
in a statement dated 29 October, “[i]t is a misconception
that publicly accessible personal data can be further
used or disclosed for any purpose whatsoever without
any regulation. Personal data obtained from the public
domain is still subject to the protection under DPP 3.”
She added that it is “not the [Commissioner’s] stance
to ask for removal of articles from the archives of
newspapers and publishers,” noting that Mr. Webb
was directed only to remove the hyperlinks showing
the parties’ names and that the anonymisation of the
judgments was consistent with Article 10 of the Hong
Kong Bill of Rights – which has binding effect on
government and public authorities in Hong Kong – and
with a direction of the Chief Justice, having effect from
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April 2011, that all judgments in family and matrimonial
cases at every level should be anonymised before release.
Mr. Webb responded on webb-site.com on 30
October 2015 that “[t]he Decision, while it stands,
will have a chilling effect on the freedom of the media
in Hong Kong… [It] establishes an ECJ-style “Right
to be forgotten” and removes a “Right to remember
and repeat” without any proper legislation. In our
submission, the … PDPO… was intended to keep private
data private, not to make public data private.”
Mr. Webb contended that the decision means that if the
media reports the contents of court judgments relating
to living humans and without their consent, then such
“reporting and publication for general use” will be in
breach of DPP3: “[w]e see no distinction in principle
between linking to a judgment (a short form of report)
versus repeating its contents in an article (as we
sometimes do), with or without links to the judgments.”
The position in Hong Kong should be contrasted with
the position in Singapore, where the Personal Data
Protection Act (PDPA) does not require organisations
to obtain the consent of the individual when collecting
personal data that is publicly available. The Personal
Data Protection Commission of Singapore states, in its
Advisory Guidelines on Key Concepts in the PDPA, that
“so long as the personal data in question was publicly
available at the point of collection, organisations will be
able to use and disclose personal data without consent
under the corresponding exceptions, notwithstanding
that the personal data may no longer be publicly available
at the point in time when it is used or disclosed.” Mr.
Webb says that he may consider lobbying for a Singaporestyle legislative amendment to explicitly exempt legallypublished public domain data from the PDPO.

But a precedent set for matrimonial case reports only?
The second takeaway point to note is that Mr. Webb’s
purpose was held to be a new purpose over and above
the purpose the Judiciary’s web site had for publishing
the information.

One factor that appears to have led to the AAB’s
conclusion is the change of legal practice in Hong Kong
regarding the anonymisation of names of parties to
matrimonial proceedings. It would be interesting to
know whether – if the change in legal practice had not
occurred and the parties names continued to appear
in the judgments but the complainant had brought the
request for removal of the links on the basis that webbsite.com’s purpose of publication of her name was
incompatible with the judiciary’s purpose – the AAB
might have reached the same conclusion.

Public interest: a delicate balance
Thirdly, public interest in disclosure is not a trump
card, and the Commissioner will undertake a balancing
exercise in each case between the right to privacy and
the public interest.
Rather than establishing a blanket “right to be
forgotten,” the AAB’s decision was based squarely on
DPP3, which concerns the original purpose for which
personal data was collected. The AAB gave a narrow
reading to that term. Certainly the Commissioner has
sought to give itself room for manoeuvre in future cases.
Given the specific context of this case, however, which
involved the anonymisation of matrimonial judgments,
there is room for future decisions to distinguish it.
There may well be news disclosures based on different
facts that could force the Commissioner to make more
challenging assessments as to where the balance lies
between privacy and public interest.
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e-commerce sales targeted in SAIC’s
“red shield net sword” campaign
China’s State Administration for Industry and Commerce (SAIC) pulled through its annual online piracy
crackdown – called the “red shield net sword” campaign – from July to November 2015. The campaign
aimed at curbing online sales of counterfeit and sub-par goods, and mainly targeted infringements on
e-commerce platforms.
According to a recent SAIC notice, SAIC and its local
offices mainly focused on:
–– inspecting operators of online stores, to ensure they
correctly registered either their identity or their business
license information on their online sales platforms
–– increasing the scrutiny over online sales of goods
that are frequently counterfeited, including
automobile parts, clothing and accessories, etc. SAIC
added in its notice that it also focused on types of
goods for which it received numerous complaints
from consumers, such as home appliances
–– strengthening supervision over online sales platform
operators to ensure they are performing their legal
duties, including review of the identity of onlinestore operators, inspection of product quality,
efficiency and availability of notice-and-take-down
procedures, etc.
According to SAIC’s de-brief, the “red shield net sword”
campaign led to the following results:
–– 1.911 million web shops and websites were checked
for compliance
–– 198,000 on-site inspections were performed
–– 75,000 unlawful product advertisements were removed
–– 12,554 rectifications (e.g., in relation to unlawful
content or products) were ordered
–– 2,170 websites were marked for deletion by the
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
–– 1,134 web shops were closed down

–– 6,737 cases of illegal conduct were investigated,
of which 78 cases were transferred to the Public
Security Bureau for criminal investigation
–– a total of RMB 123 million was confiscated.
–– According to SAIC, in the course of the campaign,
multidisciplinary teams were set up, consisting of
officials from several administrative authorities (e.g.,
officials from the Public Security Bureau, financial
regulators etc.) to tackle online infringements. SAIC
also clarified that priority was given to those cases
that were considered most harmful to consumers.
Moreover, SAIC explained that it set up compliance
seminars for e-commerce players, and cooperated
with industry organizations in order to increase active
compliance by online web shop operators.
In short, SAIC’s “red shield net sword” campaign
in 2015 was a commendable effort, offering an
opportunity for IP owners to work with the authorities
and the online sales platform operators toward more
efficient and effective online enforcement of IP rights in
China. Nonetheless, commendable though it may be,
the “red shield net sword” campaign is not a panacea
for the serious online counterfeiting problem that still
persists in China. IP owners must therefore continue to
be proactive and dedicate resources for enforcing their
IP rights on China’s booming e-commerce platforms.
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Ad-block judgment reaffirms ad-based revenue model
for internet businesses
On 14 October 2015, a local court in Shanghai
adopted yet another in a series of judgments on
the legality of software and other technical
measures that block or skip advertisements on
digital platforms.
The Shanghai Yangpu District People’s Court found that
Juwangshi Technology Corporation (Juwangshi), a video
streaming service aggregator, had breached anti-unfair
competition rules by utilizing certain decryption measures
to block ads while displaying videos streamed from iQiyi,
one of China’s main online video sites. The judgment also
addressed the issue of online businesses “scraping content”
– i.e., using information – from other websites.

Background
The plaintiff in this case was iQiyi, which streams video
programs for free but has ads embedded at the beginning
of the programs. For a fee, users can subscribe for iQiyi
membership, which allows them to skip the ads.
The defendant Juwangshi is the developer of a video
aggregation software called VST. VST can be installed
in set-top boxes and smart TVs to enable users to
watch online videos and TV programs from various
sources on a single, aggregated platform without any
embedded ads. In this case, the VST software was found
to have adopted certain technical measures (including
decryption of iQiyi’s software) to obtain access to the
videos streamed on iQiyi’s sites while blocking the
embedded ads. In effect, through VST, users may
enjoy ad-free content without having to pay iQiyi any
membership fees or other premiums. As a result, the
visitors and page views of iQiyi’s sites dropped, and
iQiyi’s collection of ad revenues (which are tied to the
number of visitors and page views) decreased.
To protect its interests, iQiyi filed a court action
against Juwangshi earlier in 2015 under the AntiUnfair Competition Law (AUCL). iQiyi claimed
that Juwangshi had engaged in unfair competition
by blocking the ads before iQiyi’s videos and, more
generally, by free-riding on iQiyi’s video streams.

The judgment
On the ad block claim, the Shanghai court held that the
VST software had decrypted iQiyi’s security key codes so
that iQiyi’s servers mistakenly took VST’s access requests
as coming from iQiyi’s own platform. Through this
approach, the court found, the VST software was able to
directly display iQiyi’s videos without the ads, which had
the same effect as explicit “ad blocking.” The court pointed
out that Juwangshi’s ad blocking conduct was able to
attract users who neither want to watch ads nor pay for
iQiyi membership, which in turn reduced iQiyi’s revenues.
On this point, the Shanghai court judgment is consistent
with a series of “ad block” judgments by various Chinese
courts in the last two years. For example, in a judgment
in July 2015, the Beijing Shijingshan District People’s
Court found Hualu Tianwei, also an online video
aggregation software provider, to have engaged in unfair
competition by blocking or intercepting ads embedded
in online videos of Sohu, a major Internet portal with a
prominent online video site.
On the free-riding claim, the court in iQiyi v.
Juwangshi held that the defendant’s “scraping” of
videos streamed from iQiyi’s servers constituted unfair
competition – even if the ads had not been blocked. The
basis for this finding was, again, that Juwangshi’s VST
software had resorted to improper technical measures
to decrypt iQiyi’s security key codes. The court’s
rationale was that iQiyi’s ad revenues are based on the
number of ad displays, yet VST’s technical measures
prevented iQiyi from tracking the exact number of
visitors and views, hence affecting its revenue stream.
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The court was keen to emphasize that its finding would
have been different if VST had used proper technical
measures to link users to iQiyi’s video sites. If done
properly, the court found, such linking can actually
promote interoperability in the Internet space.
Overall, the Shanghai court appears to have sided with
protecting the plaintiff’s commercial interests, finding
that linking to a video platform’s content is acceptable
generally, but not acceptable if it is done in a manner
that negatively affects the platform’s ability to monetize
content through advertising.
By contrast, in Sohu v. Hualu Tianwei, the Beijing
court side-stepped the issue and held that the legality
of content “scraping” would need to be examined under
the Copyright Law or the Regulation on the Protection of
Information Network Diffusion Rights, not the AUCL.

Conclusions
As noted, the judgments in iQiyi v. Juwangshi and
Sohu v. Hualu Tianwei are issued against similar
factual backgrounds, and their reasoning on “ad
blocking” is largely consistent. When it comes to
“scraping,” however, the judgments followed different
paths.
This may not be entirely surprising, since both
judgments were first-instance decisions before District
People’s Courts. At the same time, however, the
differences in the approach point to a broader issue:
at present, the AUCL contains no industry-specific
guidance for Internet businesses, although an ongoing
legislative effort to amend the AUCL may change this.
For the time being, plaintiffs – including those in iQiyi
v. Juwangshi and Sohu v. Hualu Tianwei as well as
those in a number of other cases – base their arguments
on Article 2 of the AUCL, which contains the highlevel, and therefore fairly amorphous, principles of
“voluntariness, equality, fairness and good faith” and
“commercial ethics.”

Over time, Chinese courts have further developed the
high-level principles in Article 2 and have come up
with certain more concrete principles for the Internet
industry – for example, applying the principle of
“non-interference” to prohibit Internet players from
interfering with competitors’ operations, except where
justified by public interests. Still, China is a civil law
country which does not fully recognize the value of
court precedents and, given the still small number of
judgments issued by the highest court in China on the
application of Article 2 of the AUCL to the Internet
sector, some uncertainty for businesses persists.
On a substantive level, in iQiyi v. Juwangshi and Sohu
v. Hualu Tianwei, the courts seem to have tried to
strike a balance between the protection of established
business models in the online economy and the
emergence of new, sometimes disruptive technologies,
as well as between individual users’ interests and the
long-term health of the Internet industry.
The gist in both judgments is that a business model
based on ad revenues is legitimate. Behind this finding is
a reality that video and other online platform providers
make substantial investments into the acquisition of
digital content. As China is increasing its level of IP
protection – which frequently applies to online content
– the courts seem to find ad revenue-based business
models worthy of protection.
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China proposes new cyber security rules
for insurance industry
On 9 October 2015, the China Insurance
Regulatory Commission (CIRC) issued the draft
Supervisory Rules for Adoption of Information
Technology by Insurance Institutions (Draft
Insurance IT Rules) for public comment. The public
comment period closed at the end of that month.
The Draft Insurance IT Rules were released with the
ultimate goal to replace the 2009 (Pilot) Guidance on
Administration of Adoption of Information Technology by
Insurance Companies (2009 Guidance), and build on
the requirements set forth in the 2011 (Pilot) Guidelines
on the Information System Security Management of
Insurance Companies (2011 Guidelines).
The Draft Insurance IT Rules come in the wake of a
substantial new body of laws and draft rules in the
cyber security arena in China. The draft rules carry
forward many of the more invasive aspects of China’s
emerging cyber security regime, although there are
some indications of moderation on some issues.

Involvement of the board of directors in
IT management
Under the Draft Insurance IT Rules, the board of directors
must be involved in the management of information
technology, including compliance issues, allocation
of funding, approval of strategic plans, and ensuring
that core systems for customer, financial and product
information independently operate within China’s
borders. This mandate is the first time that the board
of directors of an insurance institution has been given
such a specific statutory role. The move suggests that the
government is seeking a greater degree of accountability
for technology matters within insurance institutions.
The emphasis is on stepped-up management oversight
of the location of processing and meeting targets for
responding to changes required by the Draft Insurance
IT Rules. The 2011 Guidelines already require that
insurers’ server rooms be located in China, so the
requirement that core systems operate onshore does
not in itself add much to existing requirements.

Appointment of a qualified chief information officer
Under the 2009 Guidance, direct responsibility for IT
systems could either be assigned to a chief information
officer or to a senior manager. However, the Draft
Insurance IT Rules remove this option and require the
appointment of a chief information officer who is to be
given a specific set of statutory responsibilities, and must
have a minimum set of qualifications and background,
including a minimum of five years’ work experience in
technology and three years’ prior work experience in a
financial institution or other experience evidencing the
person has the relevant knowledge and skills.

Storage of information originating in China in local
data centres
The 2011 Guidelines require that insurance institutions
locate their server rooms onshore. The Draft Insurance
IT Rules add greater specificity in requiring that
insurance business data itself must, if originated in
China, be kept in the country.
However, the Draft Insurance IT Rules do contemplate
that foreign-invested insurance institutions may wish
to transfer information outside of China, and the rules
do not forbid this, but re-iterate that such transfers
must be done in compliance with Chinese law. For
personal information, this ordinarily means with user
consent; the clearest guidance on this point is in a nonbinding standard which requires the express consent
of a person in order to transfer his or her personal
information to a recipient overseas.
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Increased use of “secure and controllable”
hardware and software products
“Secure and controllable” have become regulatory
buzzwords in China, as the term was been used in the
National Security Law (passed in July 2015) and in draft
technology regulations put forward by the China Banking
Regulatory Commission (CBRC), China’s banking
regulator, in December of 2014. The phrase draws its
tone from suspicions associated with the use of foreign
technology in strategically important Chinese industries.
From an international perspective, the terminology
raises concerns that “secure and controllable” may in
practice mean favouritism of domestic products and
indigenous innovation over foreign technology products.
Encryption is seen as a key aspect of the “secure
and controllable” concept, and so there is a specific
provision in the draft rules addressing it. As
foreshadowed by the CBRC’s draft rules, the Draft
Insurance IT Rules would place insurance institutions
on the same schedule for transitioning to domestic
encryption technologies as the financial sector.

Value and risk assessments for cloud services
Insurance institutions are already permitted to outsource
technology capabilities to capable providers, but the Draft
Insurance IT Rules are the first legislative instrument
in the insurance field to specifically refer to the use of
cloud services. The headline point here is that the use of
cloud services is permissible, but insurance institutions
have a duty to carry out adequate cost/benefit, security
and risk assessments for cloud solutions and conduct
adequate due diligence into cloud service providers before
employing cloud services. Particular focus must be given
to the security of sensitive information and risk factors
associated with system and data transfers.

Conclusions
Over the last year, China has passed a National Security
Law and put forward a draft Cyber Security Law, both
of which incorporate similar approaches to “secure
and controllable” technologies and support a push
towards enhanced state access to information and data
localisation. Both of these developments apply across
all industry sectors. The Draft Insurance IT Rules follow

the CBRC’s lead in making specific application of these
policies to insurance, an industry of critical importance
to China’s financial system and the national economy.
Some of the measures proposed in the Draft Insurance
IT Rules have drawn controversy when presented in
the context of these separate regulatory developments.
Much of what is proposed will likely be criticised
for being invasive and unnecessarily prescriptive of
business’ choice of technology products and services,
introducing potentially burdensome or difficult safety
certification regimes, mandating loosely defined
cooperation with State authorities and restricting the
flow of data across China’s borders.
While part of the criticism is directed at the potential
for increased cost in shifting to compliant technologies
and the practical risk of using less robust and less tested
alternatives, there are obvious geopolitical dimensions
to these developments, with government access to data
being a headline issue on many fronts globally. There are
also concerns about technology industry protectionism
and the possibility that the rules will either by design
or in practice favour the adoption of domestic Chinese
technologies over foreign technologies. There are signs,
however, that the Draft Insurance IT Rules represent
some degree of moderation on these headline grabbing
issues. For example, the rules recognize cross-border
data transfers by foreign-invested institutions, and
propose that the adoption of “secure and controllable”
technology and domestic encryption be phased in over
time. The relatively short period allotted for public
comments on what is a fairly lengthy regulation may be
an indication that the authorities are confident that the
draft reflects an adequate balancing of interests.
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Aggressive enforcement of privacy compliance in
Hong Kong with first direct marketing convictions
In the span of a week, in September 2015, two companies were convicted under the Personal Data (Privacy)
Ordinance (PDPO) for using customer personal data in direct marketing activities without consent. These
were the first convictions under the direct marketing rules introduced in April 2013. A third case was heard
in December 2015.
These prosecutions continue a recent trend of more
aggressive enforcement of the PDPO in Hong Kong. 2014
saw the first prison sentence handed down under the
PDPO and a record 90 enforcement notices issued by
the Privacy Commissioner, up from just 25 in 2013. The
September 2015 enforcement actions suggest that new
Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data, Stephen Wong
Kai-yi, is pursuing a strict enforcement environment for
data privacy in Hong Kong.

First convictions
The first direct marketing conviction was handed
down against Hong Kong Broadband Network Limited
(HKBN) on 9 September 2015. A HKBN customer
received a voicemail from the company reminding him
about his contract termination date and offering him a
range of new service packages notwithstanding that the
customer had previously sent a direct marketing opt-out
request which had been acknowledged by HKBN. After
receiving the voicemail message, the customer made a
complaint to the Privacy Commissioner alleging a breach
of the PDPO. Section 35G(3) requires a data user (here
HKBN) to cease using an individual’s personal data in
direct marketing following a request from the individual.
Failure to do so is an offence with a maximum fine of
HKD 500,000 and three years’ imprisonment.
In court, HKBN argued that the phone call to the customer
was a “service related call” to inform the customer
about his contract coming to an end rather than direct
marketing, per se. Given that the call was made over six
months before the end date specified in the contract the
court did not accept this argument. The court also found
that HKBN’s procedures aimed at preventing such a
breach to be insufficient. As a consequence, HKBN was
convicted and fined HKD 30,000.

The second conviction was made against Links
International Relocation Limited (Links) on 14
September 2015. Links acquired the business of another
storage service provider in 2013, and subsequently sent
a direct marketing email to a customer of that service
provider. The customer complained that he was not
a customer of Links and had never agreed that Links
could use his personal information for direct marketing
purposes. Links pleaded guilty to an offence of using the
personal data of a customer in direct marketing without
consent and was fined HKD 10,000.

A third prosecution under way
A third prosecution is proceeding against Hong Kong
Professional Health Group Limited (PHGL), a company
providing body check services. Similar to the HKBN
case, the allegations in this case – which have not yet
been proven – are that PHGL made a direct marketing
phone call to its previous customer to promote its body
check services notwithstanding that the customer had
terminated the services contract 11 months before
and opted out of receiving further direct marketing
communications. While PHGL acknowledged receipt of
the customer’s opt-out requests, it nonetheless called the
customer again to promote its services. The customer
complained to the Privacy Commissioner on the basis
that PHGL had breached section 35G(3) of the PDPO.
In the pre-trial review on 21 September 2015, PHGL
pleaded not guilty and indicated that it may seek to rely
on a defence under section 35G(5) of the PDPO that it
had taken all reasonable precautions and exercised all
due diligence to avoid the commission of an offence. The
precautionary steps taken by PHGL included putting in
place a “non-call” list in its computer system blocking
calls to numbers on that list. In the pre-trial hearing,
PHGL argued that the phone call was made accidentally
as a result of a failure of the computer system.
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The direct marketing rules
The 2013 reforms to Hong Kong’s direct marketing
regulation followed in the wake of the 2010 Octopus
scandal, in which the then Privacy Commissioner for
Personal Data determined that the personal data of
almost two million Octopus card holders was sold
without adequate consent. The consequence of these
reforms is that Hong Kong now has one of the world’s
most complex direct marketing regulatory regimes. Data
users are required to inform data subjects of the kinds
of personal data they will be using for direct marketing
purposes and the classes of goods or services that will
be marketed. General language, such as references to
the marketing of “selected products and services” or
“products and services we think you might be interested
in,” does not meet the test.
An “opt out” standard of consent applies, meaning that
businesses can present a tick box in their notifications
to consumers which the consumer may mark to indicate
their wish to not receive direct marketing materials.
The “opt out” standard adopted by Hong Kong requires
that data subjects affirmatively indicate that they have
opted out, for example by signing and returning an
application form without ticking the “opt out” box.
Silence is not sufficient. Organisations must also provide
an unsubscribe function to allow individuals to opt-out
of marketing communications at any time.

Significance for organisations
It is clear that enforcement of the PDPO in Hong Kong is
becoming more aggressive. Commenting on the HKBN
decision, the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data said
that “I believe that this successful conviction will convey
a strong message to organisations engaging in direct
marketing activities that requests from the consumers must
be complied with and the use of consumers’ personal data
be respected. Hopefully, the conviction and the penalty
imposed will serve as a deterrent and strengthen the
culture of respecting personal data privacy.”Quite apart
from the criminal sanctions of committing a breach, there
are reputational risks for an organisation that is subject
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to an investigation. With growing public awareness of
personal data and related cyber security issues, the impact
of a data privacy conviction on business reputation should
not be underestimated. The Privacy Commissioner has
the right to publish the results of any investigation, name
the organisation involved and give details of the breaches
committed. While the amounts of the fines awarded
against HKBN and Links may appear small, the financial
consequences of a breach of the PDPO can be far more
material than this. As part of an enforcement notice, the
Privacy Commissioner may also order remedial action,
which may necessitate significant investment in new
technologies, operating procedures and other safeguards
to ensure on going compliance in the future. It may also
be the case that direct marketing channels are significantly
curtailed by the failure to comply with the PDPO.

Conclusions
Organisations in Hong Kong should take steps now
to ensure that their customer communications are
compliant. Direct marketing databases should be checked
to ensure that appropriate consents have been obtained
and opt-out requests have and are being received and
acted upon. Out of date information should be securely
erased and no longer used. Where organisations use
telephone scripts to engage with customers, as was the
case with HKBN, those scripts should be reviewed to
ensure that any “service related” language cannot be
misinterpreted as direct marketing communications.
We expect the Privacy Commissioner for Personal Data
to continue to advocate for a holistic approach to data
privacy compliance that involves senior management
engagement on privacy issues and careful development,
implementation and maintenance of privacy policies
throughout the organisation. This recent string of direct
marketing prosecutions under the PDPO underlines the
growing importance of this approach to businesses in
Hong Kong.
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New guidance on data breach handling in Hong Kong
On 9 October 2015, the Privacy Commissioner
for Personal Data published a Guidance Note on
Data Breach Handling and the Giving of Breach
Notifications (Guidance Note), a revised version
of its June 2010 edition.
The Guidance Note gives guidance to data users – the
concept of “data user” is similar to the concept of “data
controller” under European Union law – on how to deal
with data breaches. In particular, the Guidance Note
provides more of a focus on the relationship between data
users and data processors (third parties engaged to process
data on behalf of others and not for their own purposes). A
data user engaging a data processor must adopt contractual
or other means to ensure personal data security.
The Guidance Note advises data users to consider
taking the following steps when facing a data breach:
–– Identify the breach. A breach is where personal
data is exposed to risks of unauthorised/ accidental
access, erasure or loss – for example, the loss of USB
or hard drives, sending data to the wrong recipients,
being hacked, improper disclosures or file-sharing.
–– Gather information immediately. Find out
how, when, why, where the breach occurred, the
extent of data involved, and how many data subjects
(individuals) are affected. If necessary, appoint a
coordinator to oversee this process.
–– Contain. Take steps to stop the breach and contact
interested parties, for example law enforcement
agencies, regulators, the Privacy Commissioner, Internet
companies, and IT experts. Containment measures
may include suspending the relevant systems, changing
passwords, stopping access rights and seeking technical
assistance. If the breach was caused by a data processor,
the data processor must take remedial measures
immediately and notify the data user.

–– Assess the risk. A data breach may pose threats to
personal safety, reputation, financial loss, identity
theft, business or employment opportunities. The
amount/type of data involved, the frequency of the
breach, and the ability to retrieve data before it has
been accessed, are all factors that affect the risk to
data subjects and the extent of harm.
–– Give data breach notifications. Notify affected
data subjects and interested parties (mentioned
above) as soon as possible, once the situation has been
assessed. Where contact information for data subjects
is not readily available, a public notification may be
required. Depending on individual circumstances, a
notification should generally include a description of
the breach, the type of personal data involved, and
an assessment of the risk of harm. However, a data
user should ensure that the method and extent of the
notification does not prejudice any investigative work
being undertaken or potentially increase the risk of
harm to data subjects. A completed “Data Breach
Notification Form” should also be submitted to the
Privacy Commissioner.
–– Review. Finally, a data user should devise a
clear strategy to prevent future recurrence of
the breach. Consider improving personal data
security, controlling access rights, increasing IT
security measures, keeping access logs, appropriate
training, and monitoring of employees/agents/
data processors. When deciding to engage a data
processor, a data user should carry out due diligence
on their data privacy track record and carefully
review their contractual terms.
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Data users can draw valuable lessons from the Guidance
Note. In particular, they should consider whether they
have a sound data breach handling policy. Organised,
consistent data breach handling not only minimises the
damage caused, but also demonstrates a responsible
attitude to tackling problems when they occur.
In addition, the Guidance Note advises that giving data
breach notifications in appropriate cases may also help
to reduce the risk of litigation and regain goodwill,
business relationships and public confidence.
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New draft amendments to Patent Law released in China
On 2 December 2015, China’s State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) released another draft version of
the amendments to the Patent Law (Draft) for public comment. Comments on the Draft were submitted
widely in January 2016, and are currently being reviewed by SIPO. The Draft contains an important
overhaul of the current law, focusing in particular on enhanced patent enforcement, liability for Internet
service providers (ISPs) and increased patent utilization.
Sharpening the teeth of judicial and
administrative enforcement
The Draft presents two major improvements for civil
patent infringement proceedings. First, under the Draft,
wilful patent infringement becomes punishable with
punitive damages of up to three times the standard
damages. Moreover, the statutory damages – i.e.,
damages that the court can grant in case the claimant
cannot adduce direct evidence of its losses – are
significantly increased from the current RMB 10,000 1 million to RMB 100,000 - 5 million.
Second, once patent infringement is established, the
courts can shift the burden of proof regarding the
amount of damages to the infringer, by ordering it to
produce its financial records and all other materials
relating to the infringement. If such documentation is
not submitted, the courts can shift the burden of proof
and base themselves solely on the plaintiff’s demands
and evidence to determine the amount of damages. This
change will be welcomed by many patentees. It also
seems in line with the amended Trademark Law.
The Draft also expands the role of the patent
administrative departments (including the local county
offices) in patent enforcement cases. Under the Draft,
the administrative authorities would get the power to
investigate, assess and punish patent passing-off cases
as well as wilful and repeated infringement cases. It
should be noted that these powers of the administrative
departments were reduced compared to the former
draft amendments to the Patent Law (April 2015),
under which they would even get the power to act in
ordinary, less clear-cut infringement cases. Under
the current Draft, such more complex cases would fall
within the exclusive jurisdiction of the (IP) courts.

The fines that could be imposed by the administrative
departments are increased to maximum five times the
illegal turnover of the infringer. However, the authorities
can no longer confiscate tools, parts, etc. At the same time,
the Draft also provides that individuals who obstruct or
refuse to cooperate with administrative investigations
may face public security or even criminal sanctions.

Internet infringement and safe harbour rules for ISPs
The Draft contains new provisions on patent
infringement via the Internet. This was not in the
previous drafts. At present, patentees need to rely on
the more onerous principles from the Tort Liability Law
to claim ISP liability.
According to the Draft, which adopts a regime similar
to that in copyright and trademark law, ISPs – which
in China includes e-commerce platforms such as
Taobao – would be jointly liable with the infringer if
they have actual or constructive knowledge of patent
infringement through their services, and do not prevent
it. Under the Draft, such knowledge can come from
take-down notices by either the patentee or the patent
administrative department. If the ISPs do not respond
timely and adequately – for example by deleting,
blocking or disconnecting links to infringing products –
they can be held jointly liable.
Conversely, the ISPs would not have a general
monitoring obligation (“safe harbour”). This would add
a large burden on ISPs. The Draft’s provisions do not
differentiate between different types of patents, and
ISPs might find it difficult to decide on infringement of
patents and detect abuse.
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Good faith patent enforcement and application
An earlier version of the Draft focused on the adoption
of a good faith principle in the enforcement stage.
The new provision extends this good faith principle to
patent applications.

Design patents
The Draft confirms the extension (inserted in earlier
drafts) of the term of protection for design patents from
10 to 15 years. This is consistent with China’s planned
accession to the Hague Agreement concerning the
international registration of industrial designs.
The Draft moreover extends the protectable subject
matter to parts of products, as opposed to the current
rule which only allows whole products to be protected
by a design patent.

Indirect infringement codified
A welcome addition is that the Draft codifies the existing
judicial practices regarding indirect infringement, by
inserting a new provision on contributory and induced
infringement into the Patent Law.

Incentivising exploitation and operation of patents
Although China has the highest number of annual
patent applications, the percentage of patents that
are actually exploited and/or operated remains
comparatively low. The Draft proposes three concrete
measures that aim at reversing this trend: activating
state-owned service patents; adopting commitments to
license; and regulating patent pledges.
As to the activation of dormant state-owned service
patents, the Draft identifies these as services inventions
owned by state-owned R&D centres or universities that
have not been exploited, assigned or licensed to third
parties within a reasonable time from the date of grant.
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Under the Draft, the inventors or designers of these
patents may take matters into their own hands by either
exploiting these patents themselves or by licensing
them to third parties, after entering into an agreement
with the state-owned entity.
In turn, a commitment to license would be a declaration
by the patentee, published by SIPO, which states the
terms under which a patent would be licensed to any
third party that is willing to accept them. Any interested
party could then obtain a licence to the patent by giving
notice to the patentee and paying the royalties.
The third measure is the introduction into the Draft of
the patent pledge as a security. According to the Draft, a
patent could be pledged by joint request of the pledger
and the pledgee, filed with SIPO, indicating the value
of the pledged patent. If the value of the pledged patent
were to decrease substantially, the pledgee could ask for
additional securities or guarantees. The pledge would
become effective on the date of registration.

Conclusions
Comments on the Draft have been submitted widely. At
this point in time, it seems possible that the Draft may
be amended further or be submitted to the State Council
and the National People’s Congress for enactment.
The Draft reinforces the position of patentees, the
courts and the administrative authorities in combatting
patent infringements, deals with “junk” patents – to
a certain extent – and brings Chinese patent law
more in line with the day-to-day reality of online
commercialisation of patented products.
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International alignment in China’s merger control
clearance of semiconductor deal
On 25 November 2015, China’s Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) granted merger control clearance for
the USD 11.8 billion takeover of Freescale Semiconductor Ltd. (Freescale) by NXP Semiconductors NV
(NXP) on the condition that NXP divest its radio frequency (RF) power amplifier assets to alleviate
competition concerns.
The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) cleared the
takeover on the same day, subject to the same condition.
Earlier, on 17 September 2015, the European Commission
(EC) gave the deal a similar go-ahead after NXP offered
the same divestiture.
The single set of remedies and the adoption of the decisions
within similar timeframes show that – at least in some
cases – MOFCOM’s merger control practice is converging
with that of the main antitrust authorities internationally,
in particular in the United States and the European Union.

Competition assessment
The three agencies appear to have defined the relevant
product market in slightly different ways. While
the FTC defined the relevant market as RF power
amplifiers, MOFCOM and EC looked into smaller subsegments of RF power amplifiers. Nonetheless, all of
them reached the same conclusions that the RF power
amplifier industry is highly concentrated and that the
merging parties are the two largest market players.

Remedies
To address the competition issues, NXP committed
to all three authorities to divest all of its RF power
amplifier business. It proposed to the EC to sell its RF
power amplifier business, comprising all key assets
and personnel, except assets necessary for the so-called
“front-end” manufacturing of these products; to enter
into an agreement with a third-party foundry to perform
front-end manufacturing services for the divested
business; and to provide the divested business with the
transitional services to guarantee business continuity.
The purchaser was not identified at that stage.
The FTC’s order requires NXP to divest all the assets
that are used primarily for manufacturing, research and
development of its RF power amplifiers, as well as to grant
the divested business a royalty-free license to use all other
NXP patents and technologies. Similarly, MOFCOM
ordered NXP to divest its RF power business, comprising
tangible and intangible assets as listed in detail in NXP’s

final commitments to MOFCOM. Neither the FTC nor
MOFCOM carved out the “front-end” manufacturing assets
from the divested assets. Both agencies required NXP to
provide transitional assistance to the divested business. A
monitoring trustee is to oversee NXP’s compliance with the
obligations set forth in the authorities’ decisions.

Divestiture process
The purchaser of NXP’s RF power amplifier business is
Beijing Jianguang Asset Management Co., Ltd (JAC),
a subsidiary of JIC Capital which is a Chinese stateowned investment group.
On 22 June 2015, NXP announced that it intended
to file joint voluntary notices with the Committee on
Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) for
the acquisition of Freescale and the sale of the divested
business to JAC. CFIUS conducts national security
reviews of acquisitions by foreign persons of US
businesses. On 13 October 2015, NXP announced that
CFIUS had concluded its review of the NXP-Freescale
transaction. NXP announced on 24 November 2015,
one day before MOFCOM’s clearance was made public,
that CFIUS also approved its transaction with JAC.

Conclusions
While the substantive antitrust concern appears to
have been fairly straightforward – the transaction was
a 3-to-2 transaction in RF power amplifiers, according
to all three authorities – the deal is significant because
it highlights how MOFCOM can at times cooperate
(relatively) harmoniously with foreign counterparts
from the United States and Europe to achieve a
consistent worldwide remedy. The parties’ up-front
approach to the remedy appears to have helped create
the possibility for such coordination.
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Hong Kong’s new “stored value facility” regime
On 13 November 2015, the Hong Kong Legislative
Council passed the Clearing and Settlement Systems
(Amendment) Bill 2015, introducing a new regulatory
framework for stored value facilities (SVF) and retail
payment systems (RPS).
Both types of payment services will be administered
under the Payment Systems and Stored Value Facilities
Ordinance (Ordinance).
The Ordinance represents a significant step forward
for Hong Kong’s regulation of mobile payments,
eliminating a regulatory gap that previously existed
in relation to non-card based SVF. Subject to limited
exemptions, all multi-purpose SVFs, whether cardbased or not, must now be licensed in Hong Kong.
A one-year transition period for existing issuers of SVF
obtaining a licence will expire 12 November 2016.
The Ordinance will separately bring mandatory
regulation to card schemes (which until now have
been operating under a voluntary code of practice) as
designated RPS. Other significant RPS will also be
regulated under the new regime.

Explanatory note on licensing for SVF
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) issued
an Explanatory Note on Licensing for Stored Value
Facilities (SVF Guidance Note), which sets out the
scope of the licensing regime as well as licensing criteria
and particulars of the licensing process.

Who needs a SVF licence?
SVF are broadly defined under the Ordinance as
facilities that may be used for storing the value of a prepaid amount of money that may be used for paying for
goods or services or for making peer-to-peer transfers.
The regime would cover device-based multi-purpose
stored value products that store value in smartcards,
NFC-equipped mobile devices, and wearable
technology such as watches and will also cover nondevice-based SVF that store value on mobile and
Internet-based accounts.

Both issuers and facilitators of SVF are required to
be licensed. Facilitators are defined to be those who
provide SVF issuers with valuable consideration
supporting the issuer’s undertakings to make payments
through the SVF. The practical distinction here is
that some SVF issuers may simply be providing issuer
services – for example, the use of cards, BIN numbers
and other banking facilities – to enable the operation of
a SVF by a facilitator.

Who does not need a SVF licence?
There are a number of exemptions to the SVF regime
that might be available in specific circumstances:
–– Licensed banks. Banks licensed under the Banking
Ordinance are deemed to be licensed to issue or facilitate
SVF. The HKMA indicated that separate guidance will
be issued to licensed banks operating SVF.
–– Single purpose SVF. Where a SVF may only
be used to purchase goods or services from the
issuer, the SVF is a single-purpose SVF to which the
licensing regime does not apply. Gift vouchers, store
loyalty points schemes, cash reward schemes and
other forms of stored value that may only be spent
with the merchant issuing the facility fall into this
exemption.
–– Single premises – limited multiple purpose
SVF. There is also an exemption for SVF that relate
only to premises occupied by the issuer. These SVF may
be accepted by merchants other than the issuer who also
occupy those premises, provided that the float for the
facility does not exceed HKD 1 million. This exemption
would apply in relation to department stores having instore kiosks used by third party merchants.
–– Multiple premises – single purpose SVF. SVF
by issuers who have an agreement with a business
to accept payment through the SVF in multiple
premises operated by that business are also exempt
where float does not exceed HKD 1 million. This
exemption is intended to cover social club shops and
restaurants and other organisations that may occupy
multiple premises.
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–– Bonus points scheme SVF. A further extension
of the exemption for limited purpose SVF applies to
air miles programs and similar schemes under which
persons other than the issuer agree to accept value
from the SVF in exchange for goods and services (but
do not pay money to contribute to the value stored in
the SVF).
–– Digital products SVF. There is also an important
exemption for SVF that enable the purchase of goods
or services delivered to and used through electronic
devices, with payments being executed through that
device, provided that the issuer in this instance does
not just act as an intermediary between the user of the
SVF and the provider of the goods or services. This
exemption is meant to capture online distributors
of digital content, such as ringtones, music, video,
games, ebooks and software.

Exempted SVF
The HKMA may in its discretion exempt a SVF from
the licensing regime if it concludes that the risks to
consumers and Hong Kong’s financial system are
immaterial. In these circumstances, the HKMA may
make its exemption conditional, such as by imposing a
float limitation or a limit on the number of users.
It is therefore possible that smaller SVF start-ups
may enjoy some relief from the full weight of the new
SVF regime, but it is clear that a determination by the
HKMA is required rather than the exemption being
a matter of self-assessment. The SVF Guidance Note
emphasises that the HKMA may impose reporting
requirements as a condition of exemption, suggesting
that any exemption under this heading would establish
a watching brief for the exempted SVF.
It is not clear at this stage how expansive this
discretionary exemption will be. In its Legislative
Council paper, the Bills Committee concluded that this
exemption would likely allow for unlicensed SFV for
use in close proximity to the issuer’s premises or for the
purchase of a limited range of goods and services by a
limited group of people, such as petrol station cards or
university campus cards.
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Offshore SVF
It is possible that an offshore SVF will not be subject
to the licensing regime. There are two criteria for
determining the applicability of the licensing regime:
–– Is the SVF issued in Hong Kong? The act
of “issuing” a SVF is non-exhaustively defined to
include the “operation of the facility by the issuer,”
suggesting that if an issuer has material business
operations in Hong Kong relating to the SVF, then
the SVF will be caught by the Hong Kong regime.
–– Is advertising or any invitation to the public
published in Hong Kong? The act of advertising
or issuing any invitation to the public in relation to a
SVF in Hong Kong also requires a licence.
The SVF Guidance Note includes a non-exhaustive
list of considerations that the HKMA would look at in
determining whether or not an SVF is effectively onshore
or not, including the nature and targeting of advertising,
the presence of “add value” facilities in Hong Kong, the
presence of customer contact and service facilities in
Hong Kong, the use of Hong Kong banking facilities
and the uptake in Hong Kong by merchants accepting
payment through the SVF. It is even possible that linking
by third parties to the issuer’s web page could trigger a
finding of establishment in Hong Kong.

Who qualifies to hold a SVF licence?
The Ordinance provides that the HKMA may issue an SVF
licence when it is satisfied that all the minimum criteria
applicable in relation to the applicant are fulfilled:
–– the applicant is a company formed and registered
in Hong Kong
–– the principal business of the applicant is the
issuance of the SVF
–– the applicant’s paid-up share capital is no less than
HKD 25 million or its other financial resources are
equivalent to or exceed to such amount

–– each chief executive, director and controller of the
applicant must be a “fit and proper” person, and
the senior management team and key personnel
responsible for financial management, control and
risk management, compliance and internal audit of
the applicant should be based in Hong Kong
–– there must be appropriate risk management policies
and procedures for the operation of the SVF business,
including for the purposes of protecting customer
data and guarding against fraud and cyber threats
–– there must be adequate and appropriate controls for
managing money laundering and terrorist financing risks
–– there must be adequate risk management policies
and procedures for managing the float as a
segregated pool of funds with sufficient funds for
redemption of the stored value
–– the applicant must redeem in full the total of the stored
value as soon as practicable upon user’s request
–– the SFV scheme must have operating rules that are
prudent, sound and properly maintained, and
–– the applicant must comply with other obligations,
including payment of licence fees and reporting to
the HKMA.
Operating a SVF without an appropriate licence will
be punishable by a fine of up to HKD 1 million and five
years’ imprisonment.

How to apply?
The HKMA has announced that it will allow a one-year
period from 13 November 2015 for existing issuers of
SVF to apply for a SVF licence from the HKMA. Both
new and existing issuers are encouraged to make their
applications as soon as possible.
The SVF Guidance Note outlines the HKMA’s approach
to administering licence applications. Upon receipt of the
application form and supporting documents, the HKMA
may seek additional information from the applicant as is
necessary for the purpose of making its decision.
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Further, the SVF licence may be granted subject to
conditions as the HKMA deems fit, which may include
imposing a higher capital requirement; restrictions
on the SVF business; requirements on the protection
of the float or SVF deposits; requirements to cease the
SVF; requirements to disclose information relating to
the SVF business; and restrictions as to the maximum
amount of value that may be stored in the facility.

Conclusions
The arrival of Hong Kong’s new regulatory regime for
SVF and RPS represents an important update to the
regulatory landscape for payments in Hong Kong.
Given the popular uptake of mobile commerce and
banking in the region, it is important to set clear
rules for businesses operating in this space. Ideally,
a balance is achieved between accommodating
and encouraging fintech innovation and managing
consumer protection and anti-money laundering
regulatory concerns. The regulatory requirements
under the SVF regime represent something less
than the full weight of regulation under the Banking
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Ordinance, but at the same time appear to be a much
higher standard of compliance than the current money
service operator regime administered by the Customs
and Excise Department. It remains to be seen how
the HKMA will administer the exemptions in practice,
but it seems clear that the possibility of operating SVF
outside of the new regime is now very limited.
The clock is now ticking on applications for new SVF
licences and interested parties are encouraged to apply as
soon as possible, beginning with a consultation with the
HKMA. The paperwork required in support of licence
applications is voluminous and the HKMA has been clear
that there will be no further grace period for existing
issuers once the one-year transition period expires.
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